
DIRECTIONS JHB TO MAPUTO via RESSANO GARCIA Border 
 

 It is 470Km (4½ to 5 hours) from Johannesburg to Komatipoort/Ressano Garcia border 
post.  Proceed through the border which will take 10 to 30 minutes depending on the 
queues.  (Ask Mike for useful tips to expedite your border experience)  

 Follow the Toll road EN4 T to MAPUTO signs (85km).    

 The first toll road cost is approximately MT135   

 Turn left at 1st robot at MATOLA and proceed through next 2 robots to the next toll which will 
cost about MT25 

 Carry on straight through some more built up areas until the first traffic circle in Maputo proper.  

 At the traffic circle follow the sign to PORTO which is to the right (third exit out of traffic circle).  

 Veer left approximately 100m later and follow road. 
 The road is a bit confusing but continue towards the PORTO and join up with“Ave 25 Setembro”, 

one of the main east-west roads in Maputo. 

 Carry on straight through a number of robots past the old market on your left, until you reach 
the traffic circle about 2km past the market. Proceed straight around the circle for about 
50m.  Maputo Marina is on your right.  Drive across the island and up to the boomed entrance 
at the top of the ramp to MAPUTO MARINA (also sometimes called ESCOLA NAUTICA).     

 On entering Maputo Marina drive down the ramp to the harbour to meet your skipper/boat at 
the Jetty where we will unload, then go and park your car and pay the parking fee to the guard 
at the gate. Ask for a receipt. 

 Park your car safely under the trees. A 24hr security system is in place.  
 Costs are approx R50 per car per day and the same for the trailer. There is also an entrance fee 

of Mets 100/person (R30) 

 There are toilets and a restaurant where you can get some good food and drinks, if you are 
early. 

 


